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ISOMORPHIC POLYNOMIAL RINGS

D. B. COLEMAN AND E. E. ENOCHS

Abstract. A ring is called invariant if whenever B is a ring

such that the polynomial rings A[x] and B[X] are isomorphic,

then A and B are isomorphic. A is strongly invariant if an isomor-

phism A [X ]—*B [X ] maps X onto a S-generator of B [X ]. Strongly

invariant rings are invariant. Among the strongly invariants are

left perfect rings, local domains and rings of algebraic integers.

1. Introduction. In this paper we consider the following question.

Can there be nonisomorphic rings A and B whose polynomial rings

A [X] and B [X] are isomorphic? We know of no such pair of rings.

All rings are assumed to have identity elements. The Jacobson

radical of a ring is denoted J(A).

A ring A is said to be invariant if whenever B is a ring such that

A [X] and F[X] are isomorphic, then A and B are also isomorphic.

A tool used in considering this question is the fact that X*-^b0

-\-biX-\- ■ ■ ■ +bnX" induces a F-algebra surjection if and only if

bo, bi, ■ ■ ■ , bn are all central, b0 is a unit, and bi, • ■ ■ , bn are nil-

potent, i.e., only under these conditions is bs>-\-biX-\- • ■ ■ -\-b»Xn a

/¡-generator of B [X]. Furthermore any such surjection is an isomor-

phism.

This had been proved by R. W. Gilmer in the commutative case.

Another extension of a well-known commutative theorem that ap-

pears here is the following: A [X] has only trivial units if and only

if A has no nonzero nilpotent elements. This is used to obtain a

sufficient condition on A in order that the description of the units of

A [X] coincides with the description in the commutative case.

We say that the ring A is strongly invariant1 if whenever F is a

ring and a: A [X]—*B[X] is a ring isomorphism, then o(X) is a B-

generator. If A is a strongly invariant ring and if a : A [X ]—*B [X ]

is a ring isomorphism, then a followed by a F-algebra isomorphism

B[X]-*B[X] taking a(X)*-*X gives an isomorphism A[X]-*B[X]

taking X^X, so that A^A[X]/(X)^B[X]/(X)^B. Thus a
strongly invariant ring is invariant.
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1 P. Eakin and B. Heinzer have shown that for a field K, K[X\ is invariant. It is
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It is shown that if the center of ¿ is a reduced ring (no nilpotent

elements) and is generated by its units, then A is a strongly invari-

ant ring. In particular, semisimple Artinian rings are strongly

invariant, as are local domains. A class of integral domains that in-

cludes algebraic number rings is also shown to be strongly invariant.

Using these results it can be deduced that all (left or right) perfect

rings are strongly invariant.

2. The image of X under surjections. The following theorem

extends Theorem 3 in [3]. As was noted by Gilmer for the commuta-

tive case, this theorem is likely to be known by some people, but is

probably not in the literature.

Theorem 1. Let B be a ring and let b0, bi, • • • , b„ be members of B

for n è 1 • Then the following statements are equivalent :

(1) bo, bi, • • • , b„ are central, bi is a unit, and b2, ■ ■ ■ , bn are

nilpotent.

(2) The B-algebra homomorphism of B[X] into B\X\ induced by

X*-*bo-\-biX + • • • -\-bnXn is a surjection.

(3) The B-algebra homomorphism of B[X] into B[X] induced by

X^bo+biX + • • • +bnXn is an isomorphism.

Proof. That (1) implies (3) follows from the commutative argu-

ments; namely Lemma 1(b) and the argument on p. 331 preceding

Theorem 3 in [3].

We need only prove that (2) implies (1). Let C denote the center

of B and suppose that (2) holds. Then since a surjection takes C[X]

into C[X], it follows that bo, bi, • • ■ , bn are central. Now let B

= B/(bi) and bEB,\_et h = b + (bi). Then X"boX+ ■ ■ ■ +bnXn in-
duces a surjective i?-homomorphism .Bf-X"]—»-Bpf]. But 5i = 0, so

this is impossible unless (bi)=B; i.e., bi is a unit. Let Y = bo-\-biX

+ • • • +bnX" and Y'= X + bi%X2+ ■ ■ ■ +bi1bnX". Then clearly

B [ Y'] = B [ Y] = B [X ] ; and it is easy to see that if

X = c0 + ciF' + c2Y'2 + • • • + cmY'">,

CiEB, then each CiEC. Hence by the commutative version, bi1bi

is nilpotent for i — 2, ■ • • , n. Since bi1 is central, this completes the

proof.

Corollary 1. Let A and B be rings and suppose that a:A[X]

—*B [X] is a ring surjection such that <r(A)EB. Then o(A) =B.

Proof. By hypothesis, B[a(X)]=B[X], so by Theorem 1 there

is a .B-algebra isomorphism .Bf.X']—>2?[X] such that T(a(X))=X.
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Thus  Tcr'.A [X]—>B[X]   is  a   ring   surjection   with  ra(A)EB   and

Tcr(X) =X. So clearly t<t(A) =B; but t~x(B)=B, therefore <r(A)=B.

3. Units in A [X]. For a ring B, let B* denote the group of units

in B. First we prove an extension of a well-known theorem about

commutative rings.

Theorem 2. Let A be a ring. Then A [X ] * = A * if and only if A has

no nonzero nilpotent elements.

Proof. If a is a nonzero nilpotent element of A, then 1+aX is a

nonconstant unit in A [X].

Conversely, suppose that A has no nonzero nilpotent elements.

Let f(X)=a<>+aiX+ ■ ■ • +anXnEA [X] be a unit and let g(X)

= bo+biX-\- • • • +bmXm be its inverse where »¡=1. Then consider-

ing the last coefficient of the product f(X)g(X), we have anbm = 0.

By induction we show that anbm^i=anbm-i= • ■ • =anbo = 0. Sup-

posing that we have anbm = anbm-\= • ■ • =anbm-, = 0 for s^O, con-

sider the coefficient of _X"n+m_(*+I) in f(X)g(X):anbm-(a+D+an-ibm-,

+ ■ ■ ■ +aB_(,+i)6m = 0. Since anbm-k = 0 for k = 0, ■ ■ • , s, bm-kan is

nilpotent, hence zero. Thus multiplying the above equation on the

right by an yields anbm-(,+uan = 0. Hence an5m_(,+i) is nilpotent, so is

zero. Thus by induction we get anbo = 0. But since aob0 = boao=l, it

follows that a„ = 0. Thus the only units in A [X] are the units of A.

Corollary 2. // A is a ring without nonzero nilpotent elements, and

if A is generated as a ring by A*, then A is a strongly invariant ring.

Proof. If a:A [X\-^>B[X\ is a ring isomorphism, then clearly B

has no nonzero nilpotent elements, so B[X]*=B* and <r(A*)=B*.

Hence if A* generates A, a(A) =B, so clearly <r(X) is a -B-generator

o(B[X].

Corollary 3. A local ring without nonzero nilpotent elements is

strongly invariant.

Theorem 3. Let A be a ring with center C. If C is reduced and is

generated by C*, then A is strongly invariant.

Proof. Let <r:^4 [X]—>B [X] be an isomorphism. Then if D denotes

the center of B, a(C[X])=D[X]. But by Corollary 2 C is strongly

invariant so a(X) is a Z)-generator of -D[-X"]. But then by Theorem 1

it is easy to see that a(X) is a .B-generator of B [X],

Corollary 4. // A is a ring whose center is a field, then A is a
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strongly invariant ring. In particular, every simple ring is strongly

invariant.

Corollary 5. Every semisimple Artinian ring is strongly invariant.

Proof. Let A be semisimple Artinian. Then A is the direct sum

of a finite number of simple rings. Since the only central idempotents

of A [X] are those of A, it follows that A is strongly invariant if and

only if each of these simple rings is strongly invariant. Each one is

strongly invariant by Corollary 4.

It would be interesting to extend Theorem 2 and to give necessary

conditions on A in order that ¿[X]* consists of elements ao + aiX

+ ■ • • -r-a„Xn, with aoG¿*, and ai, • • • , an nilpotent. We con-

clude this section with some modest progress in this direction.

If I is an ideal in A, then the canonical homomorphism A [X]

-+(A/I)[X] and Theorem 2 give

Lemma 1. If & is an ideal in A such that A/& has no nonzero nil-

potent elements, and if öo+ßiX+ ■ • • -\-anXn is a unit in A\X], then

a„ is a unit in A and oi, a2, • • • , a» are in Ct.

Corollary 6. // the set 91 of nilpotent elements of A forms an ideal

in A, then a unit in A [X] has the form a0+aiA^+ • ■ • -\-anXn, with

coG¿* and ai, ■ ■ • , anE^l-

Lemma 2. Suppose that A is a ring such that if x, yEA and xy = 0,

then yx = 0. Then the set 91 of nilpotent elements of A forms an ideal.

Proof. It suffices to show that if xk = 0 and if y%, • • • , y*G¿, then

xyixy2 ■ • ■ xyk = 0. Suppose xk = 0. Then xkyi = 0, so x*-lyix = 0. Thus

xk~lyixy2 = 0, so xk~2yixy2x = 0, etc.

Theorem 4. Suppose that A satifies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.

Then A [X]* consists of elements of the form oo+aiX+ • • • -\-anXn,

with aoEA* and at, • • • , an nilpotent.

Proof. That units take on the desired form follows from Lemma 2

and Corollary 6.

Conversely, suppose Y = a0+aiX+ • ■ • -\-anXn with aoEA* and

a%, • • ' , an nilpotent. We may assume that öo= 1- Then the inverse

of Fin the formal power series ring A [[X]] is I+&1X+ • • ■ +bmXm

+ • • • , where bm is the sum of terms of the form a^a^ ■ ■ ■ a,k,

where -¿i + z'2+ ■ • ■ +ik=m. It follows from the proof of Lemma 2

that there is a positive integer N such that bm = 0 for m^N. Thus

Y~lEA [X]. This completes the proof.
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Let J(A) denote the Jacobson radical of A. Amitsur [l] has

proved that J(A[X]) = N[X], where N = J{A[X])C\A and A7 is a

nil ideal in A. Thus the following proposition is of some interest.

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.

Proposition. Suppose that A is a ring whose nilpotent elements form

an ideal 31. Then the following statements are equivalent :

(a) J(A[X]) = Vl[X].

(b) ^4[X]* consists of elements of form ao-\-aiX-\- • • ■ -\-anX",

where aoEA* and ai, a2, ■ • • , an are nilpotent.

Note that in general A [X]* and the set of elements of the form

ao+aiX+ ■ ■ ■ -\-a„Xn with a0G^4* and ai, ■ ■ ■ , a„ nilpotent are

not comparable. For let A be the ring of 2X2 matrices over the ra-

tional numbers. The element

/l    0\      /0   0\ /0    1\

has the desired form but is not a unit. On the other hand, the unit

V-i  i/   Vi  o/
has no nilpotent coefficient.

4. Strongly invariant domains. Let D be an integral domain with

field of fractions K, and let 5 be the set of nonzero elements in the

ring generated by D*. Let Dm =S~lD, the elements in K of the

form s^d, dED, sES. Define DM inductively for w>l by 2?(B)

= (£)("-i))(i). Let D denote the union of the ascending chain Dm

C-D(2)C • ■ • . Notice that Dm = D since a unit in D must be in

some/)'"', so that its inverse is in Z>(n+1)C-5-

Theorem 5. Let D be an integral domain such that D = K. Then D

is a strongly invariant ring.

Proof. Let E be a ring such that D[X]=E[X]. Since units in

£[X] are units in E it follows that any isomorphism .PLY]—>.E[A']

can be extended to an isomorphism Z)(1)LY]—>£(1>[X]; and any

isomorphism D(n) [X]—->E(n) [X] can be extended to an isomorphism

£)(»+i)[X]_>£(n+i)[x]. Hence there is an isomorphism <r:B[X]

-*Ë[X]. But D = K, a field, so <r(D)CÈ. But then a(D)QE, so as

before a(D)=E.

Corollary 7. Let D be the ring of algebraic integers in an algebraic

number field K. Then D is a strongly invariant ring.
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Proof. D™=K.

Note that if Z, is a field and A a subring of L such that L is alge-

braic over the field of fractions of A then B is the field of fractions

of B for any subring B of L with A EB. Hence in fact any subring

of an algebraic extension of the rational numbers is strongly invariant.

5. Perfect rings.

Theorem. Let A be a ring and let N = J(A). Suppose that A satisfied

the conditions

(i) J(A[X])=N[X],and
(ii) A/N is strongly invariant.

Then A is strongly invariant.

Proof. Let <t:¿[X]—*-B[X] be a ring isomorphism. From [l] and

the invariance of the radical under isomorphisms we have that

<r(N[X]) = J(B[X])=M[X] for anil ideal M of B. Write <r(X) =b0
+biX+ • • • -\-bnXn; biEB. Consider the isomorphism A/N[X]

-*B/M[X] given by

(A/N)[X] -+A[X}/N[X]-+B[X]/M[X] -► (B/M)[X\,

where the middle isomorphism is induced by a and the others

are the obvious ones. Under this isomorphism, X^bo + hX

+ • • • +inXn, where bi denotes the coset bi+M in B/M. Since

A/N is strongly invariant, hi is a unit in B/M. But ME 1(B), so ¿>i

is a unit in B. And l2, • • • , b„ are nilpotent elements of B/M, so,

since M is nil, b2, ■ • ■ , bn are nilpotent elements of B. Thus (x(X)

is a .B-generator. This completes the proof.

If N is locally nilpotent—that is, if every finitely generated sub-

ring of N is nilpotent, then A7^] is a nil ideal, so hypothesis (i) holds.

In particular, if N is left or right T-nilpotent [2] the condition holds.

A left (right) perfect ring is a ring A such that N is left (right) T-

nilpotent and A/N is semisimple Artinian [2]. Hence

Corollary. A left or right perfect ring is strongly invariant.

Corollary. A left or right Artinian ring is strongly invariant.
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